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dear Friends:

i am excited to introduce the Chicago Metropolitan Battered Women’s
network’s (the network) newest Court Watch report with findings derived
from the observation of nearly 7,000 court cases!  the important insights
found within the following pages come to us via our Court Watch volunteers
– a committed group of individuals who aim to promote a legal culture
that supports the safety and healing of victims of domestic violence, while
challenging those that cause harm to be accountable for their actions.  allow
me to share some helpful background information on this special project.

Within the past decade, two significant measures were taken that served to
restructure the way the Cook County Circuit Court manages domestic 
violence cases.  in october 2005, the Court centralized its standing
Chicago-based domestic violence courts into one state-of-the-art building
located at 555 West harrison Street.  in January 2010, Chief Judge 
timothy evans moved to create a new domestic Violence division that
combined the efforts of both the civil and criminal courts hearing 
domestic violence cases.  Under the division, on-going efforts are 
underway to enhance our system’s response to this specialized crime.

throughout this period, the network continued to build on its strong history
of advocacy work within the domestic violence community, remaining uniquely
attuned to both the pitfalls and the progress made by the court.  in 2008,
the illinois department of human Services introduced a way to augment our
current legal advocacy efforts by offering an ameriCorps ViSta volunteer
position to create a domestic violence court monitoring program.  the
network seized the opportunity, and the Court Watch project was born.  

through our continued partnership with Loyola’s Center for Urban research
& Learning (CUrL), we strive to produce an annual Court Watch report
that highlights the recommendations we believe can lead us toward an improved
system wide approach to domestic violence.  to this end, Court Watch is
continuing to pursue the release of administrative data from the court in
an effort to more fully assess the impact our legal system has on domestic
violence.  this additional court data, coupled with the Court Watch volunteers’
judicious observations, can play a vital role in determining the steps we
must take to foster safety in our homes and stability in our communities.

in peace,

dawn dalton
executive director 1

The CouRT WaTCh Mission
• increase public awareness of domestic 

violence and related laws

• encourage community involvement in 
the judicial system

• promote accountability, transparency, and 
adherence to the illinois domestic Violence act

the data included in this report is not a scientific
rendering by legal experts; rather, it is a qualitative
representation of the observations made by a
group of community volunteers committed to a
more transparent and responsive domestic violence
court.  the bulleted items below each heading on
the following pages are the Court Watch volunteers’
own words.  the illinois Crime Victim’s Bill of
rights and key elements of the illinois domestic
Violence act are included in the opening pages of
the report, while a glossary of common abbreviations
and terms is included at the end of the report.

this report reflects the work of approximately
100 volunteers who collected key information
throughout 360 court sessions held at the Cook
County Centralized domestic Violence Court 
between July 2012 and June 2013.  during this
time period, volunteers observed nearly 7,000
cases.  over 4,600 cases were observed in the
criminal courtrooms.  another 2,300 cases were
observed in the civil courtrooms.  Volunteers
were asked to provide objective data on individual
cases, to share their assessment of the courtesy,
respect, and attitudes displayed by representatives
from the various court departments, and to provide
feedback on the Court’s preparedness and 
timeliness in serving the public.  the Court Watch
project ensures that volunteer assignments are 
distributed proportionately across courtrooms,
time of day, and day of the week, while also 
maintaining variability within each individual 
volunteer’s courtroom assignments over time.  



the right to be treated with fairness and respect throughout the criminal justice process.

the right to notification of court proceedings.

the right to communicate with the prosecution.

the right to make a statement to the court at sentencing.

the right to information about the conviction, sentence, imprisonment, and release of the accused.

the right to timely disposition of the case following the arrest of the accused.

the right to be reasonably protected from the accused through the criminal justice process.

the right to be present at the trial and all other court proceedings on the same basis as the accused, unless 
the victim is expected to testify and the court determines that the victim’s testimony would be materially
affected if the victim hears other testimony at the trial.

the right to have present at all court proceedings, including proceedings under the Juvenile Court act of 
1987, subject to the admonition of the rules of confidentiality and subject to the rules of evidence, a 
victim-witness specialist, an advocate, or other support person of the victim’s choice.

the right to restitution.

* Under Illinois law, “A statement and explanation of the rights of crime victims…shall be given to a crime victim at the initial contact with the
criminal justice system by the appropriate authorities and shall be conspicuously posted in all court facilities.” (725 ILCS 120/4(b)).

The law requires that some of these rights must be requested by the crime victim in writing.

Please contact your local State’s Attorney’s office or the Attorney General’s toll-free Crime Victims Assistance Line for more information.

the Court Watch project is comprised of volunteers who record their observations of the civil and criminal 
proceedings held at the Cook County Centralized domestic Violence Court (the Court).  Using a guided form, they
capture their interpretation of events taking place on a single morning or afternoon in a given courtroom.  From the
outset, volunteers are made aware their observations are being captured for inclusion in a public report.  Both the data
provided by volunteers and the information gathered through the network’s interactions with the domestic violence
service community serve to inform the trends and recommendations outlined in the Court Watch report.

in preparation for observing proceedings, all volunteers agree to participate in a full-day training session focusing on
the conditions that give rise to violence in interpersonal relationships and the dynamics of domestic violence, in 
particular.  the training also provides an overview of the relevant laws and legal processes intended to address 
domestic violence, as outlined in the illinois domestic Violence act (idVa).  the topics covered provide context to
what volunteers may observe, but intentionally do not strive to create expertise so the community volunteers 
experience the court similar to the general public utilizing it.  additionally, volunteers participate in a courthouse
orientation where representatives from each of the courthouse departments explain their role in the justice process.
a representative from the Cook County Sheriff’s office also conducts a tour of the courthouse facility highlighting
the building’s specialized safety features.

Community Engagement
Volunteers participating in the work of the Court Watch project are the cornerstone to its continued success.  this
engaged community volunteer base acts as a necessary addition to the more formalized advocacy community.  Court
Watch volunteers strive to hold the judicial system accountable, while their very presence in the courtroom sends a
meaningful message to those harmed by domestic violence – that community members have a vested interest in 
seeing the justice system uphold the safety and dignity of all those impacted by violence.  

While we know many entities are focused on improving the function of the Cook County Centralized domestic 
Violence Court, we believe the collective insight of community members offers a uniquely relevant perspective to
those with the authority to create change within the Court.  Utilizing the observations of nearly 7,000 cases, the
Court Watch project is an important addition to the coordinated community response to domestic violence, lending
a fresh perspective to more conventional systems and established relationships.

Court Watch works to recruit volunteers, reflecting all walks of life and lived experience, from many sources on a
year-round basis.  a diverse and inclusive volunteer pool is essential as our volunteers should be reflective of the
very community members utilizing the court and living among the constituency it serves.  as interest in and support
for the Court Watch project continues to flourish, the pool of volunteers monitoring courtrooms at the domestic
Violence Court continues to evolve providing us with a richer collective insight. 

For more information on becoming a Court Watch volunteer or on upcoming trainings, please contact 
courtwatch@batteredwomensnetwork.org.

inTRoduCTion
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illinois CRiMe ViCTiMs Bill of RighTs
illinois Constitution and illinois statutes provide that crime victims shall have
the following rights:*
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1.  Prohibition against further abuse: orders the respondent not to further abuse the petitioner. “abuse”
     means physical or sexual abuse, harassment, interference with personal liberty, willful deprivation, 
     intimidation of a dependent, and exploitation and neglect.

2.  Exclusive possession of residence: if the petitioner is found to have the right to occupy the 
     residence, grants to the petitioner and orders the respondent not to enter or remain at residence.

3.  Stay away: orders the respondent to “stay away” by refraining from both physical presence and 
     nonphysical contact with the petitioner and protected persons, whether direct, indirect, or through 
     third parties who may or may not know about the op.  it also prohibits the respondent from entering 
     or remaining present at places specified by the petitioner.

4.  Counseling: orders the respondent to undergo counseling for a specified duration.  Counseling may 
     be of any type, including partner abuse intervention program (paip) counseling services, substance 
     abuse, and mental health counseling.

5.   Physical care and possession of minor child: court may grant to the petitioner physical care 
     and/or possession of the child and/or order the respondent to return a minor child to, or not remove a 
     minor child from, the physical care of the parent.

6.  Temporary legal custody of minor child: awards temporary custody of minor child to the petitioner.

7.  Visitation: if the court grants the petitioner physical care or temporary legal custody of the minor 
     child, the court may also determine the visitation rights of the respondent.  the respondent’s visitation 
     with the minor child can be restricted or denied, as deemed appropriate by court.

8.  Removal or concealment of child: prohibits the respondent from concealing the minor child in the 
     state or removing the minor child from the state.

9.  Order to appear: orders respondent to appear in court, alone or with the minor child.

10. Possession of personal property: grants the petitioner exclusive possession of personal property if it
     is within the respondent’s control and orders the respondent to make it promptly available to the petitioner.

11. Protection of personal property: prohibits the respondent from taking, transferring, 
     encumbering, concealing, damaging, and otherwise disposing of personal property.

11.5 Protection of animals: grants the petitioner exclusive care, custody, or control of any animal, 
    orders the respondent to stay away from the animal, and forbids the respondent from taking, 
    transferring, encumbering, concealing, harming, or otherwise disposing of the animal.

12. Payment of support: orders the respondent to pay temporary support for the petitioner or any child 
     in the petitioner’s care or custody provided the respondent has a legal obligation to support.

13. Payment of losses: orders the respondent to pay the petitioner for losses suffered as a direct result of 
     the abuse, neglect, or exploitation.
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the idVa is a law that creates a definition of “domestic violence,” creates the order of protection (op), provides 
absolute confidentiality to the communications between domestic violence counselors and advocates and their
clients, requires that all police departments implement written policies regarding arrest procedures for domestic 
violence incidents, subjects police to liability for “willful and wanton” misconduct, and creates a “specially protected
class of individuals to whom statutorily mandated duties are owed.”  

to be protected by the idVa, a victim of abuse must share a “family or household relationship” with the person abusing
him or her.  if this relationship exists, the victim can petition for an op against the abuser and is entitled to special
and specific protection by law enforcement officers.  the existence of this relationship also triggers special charging
options for criminal charges and bail bond provisions.  “Family or household relationship” is defined in at least one of
the following ways:

   •  Parties related by blood or by present or prior marriage.  This includes parties who share a parent/child 
      relationship or a step-parent/step-child relationship.

   •  Parties who have or allegedly have a child in common.  This includes persons who are not married to each other 
      but have a child together.  A father’s parentage does not have to be previously established.

   •  Parties who share or allegedly share a blood relationship through a child. 

   •  Parties who have or have had a dating or engagement relationship. This includes same sex relationships.

   •  Parties who share or formerly shared a common dwelling.  This includes roommates where no intimate romantic 
      relationship exists or existed between the parties.

   •  Person with a disability and his or her personal assistant or caregiver.

an op is a court order that prohibits the respondent from committing certain behaviors or orders the respondent to
perform certain acts.  it does not order the petitioner to do anything; a petitioner cannot violate the order.  it can be
obtained in both civil and criminal courts, or in Juvenile court; however, the op is always civil in nature and follows
civil rules of procedure.  there are no filing or service fees associated with filing for an op.  an op is only available
to those with the qualifying relationships as identified in the idVa.  an op can list as protected persons any of the
following, whether or not such persons have a family or household relationship with the respondent:

   •  Anyone who lives in the petitioner’s household

   •  Any minor child or dependent adult in the petitioner’s care

   •  Persons employed at the residence

   •  Employees of a domestic violence program where a protected person resides

there are 18 specific remedies and one general injunctive relief remedy available on the op.  the remedies are 
responsive to the type and amount of contact a victim desires from the abuser.  For the court to issue any remedy,
the court must have jurisdiction and the court must find the following: 

   •  There is a family or household relationship between the parties

   •  The alleged abuse has occurred or appears likely to occur 

   •  The standards and the notice requirements of the individual remedy are met

illinois doMesTiC ViolenCe aCT (idVa)
Order of Protection: Available Remedies
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This information was compiled using the reference A Practical Guide to the Illinois Domestic Violence Act, authored by Jan Russell.
Russell, Jan, (2009). A Practical Guide to the Illinois Domestic Violence Act. 2nd ed. Illinois: Illinois State Bar Association, 1-107.

To view the IDVA in its entirety, please visit: http://www.ilcadv.org/dv_law_in_il/idva_booklet_1-2009.pdf
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ReCoMMendaTion 1: as stated in the 2010 Court Watch report, the Court should utilize a full day to

adequately serve the public.  Balancing a prepared caseload between morning and afternoon calls will result in fewer
breaks of indeterminate length and permit more attention and time to be devoted to each case. 

uPdaTe 1: no progress.

ReCoMMendaTion 2: in accordance with the unification of civil and criminal courts under the domestic
Violence division, the Court must take ownership of the behind-the-scenes tasks and provision of up-to-date information.
the onus of these administrative tasks currently falls on victims, who are often in a state of crisis and should not be obligated
to navigate convoluted court processes, resulting in duplicate proceedings, unnecessary paperwork, and confusion.

uPdaTe 2: the presiding Judge’s office of the domestic Violence division created a structure designed to keep
community stakeholders apprised of operations at the Court and developed four work groups dedicated to 
addressing specific issues and inadequacies in court function.  the work groups were developed in accordance with
issues previously raised by Court Watch volunteers. 

ReCoMMendaTion 3: as stated in the 2010 Court Watch report, the Court must increase the number of

interpreters, and should implement a method to station interpreters in one courtroom or on one floor on a rotating
basis so that coverage is maximized.

uPdaTe 3: the domestic Violence division began convening a Linguistic access Work group in november 2012
to examine ways to reduce language barriers for non-english speaking litigants both inside and outside the 
courtroom.  handouts translated into Spanish are distributed to victims to aid in explaining the court process.  a
Language Line phone has also been installed at the help desk in the screening area.

ReCoMMendaTion 4: as stated in the 2010 Court Watch report, to adhere to the commitment to a 

specialized response, all court staff needs to be held to a standard that reflects the seriousness and urgency of the
cases heard within the domestic Violence division.

uPdaTe 4: during the last year, over 90 assistant State’s attorneys and 10 investigators from the Cook County

State’s attorney’s office participated in a 20-hour domestic violence training course conducted by the Chicago Met-
ropolitan Battered Women’s network.  additionally, over 50 officers and case managers from the adult probation
department completed a full-day training course on increasing victim sensitivity and safety, also conducted by the
network.  Finally, 225 individuals from the Chicago police department participated in a one-day “train-the-trainer”
course designed to equip Sergeants and domestic Violence Liaison officers with the tools and resources they need
to implement successful domestic violence trainings for law enforcement first responders.

uPdaTes on 2012 ReCoMMendaTions
14. Prohibition of entry: prohibits the respondent from entering or remaining in the residence or 
     household while the respondent is under the influence of alcohol or drugs and constitutes a threat to the 
     safety and well-being of the petitioner or the petitioner’s children.

14.5 Prohibition of firearm possession: orders the respondent turn over any firearms in his or her 
     possession to the respondent’s local law enforcement agency if it is found that the respondent has 
     threatened or is likely to use the firearms illegally against the petitioner, and the court finds that there 
     is any danger of illegal use of firearms.  the order must specify the period of time the firearms are to 
     be kept not to exceed two years.  

15. Prohibition of access to records: denies the respondent access to, and prohibits the respondent 
     from inspecting, obtaining, or attempting to inspect or obtain any records, including school, medical, 
     and counseling records of a child in the care of the petitioner.  this remedy must be granted whenever 
     the op prohibits the respondent from having contact with the child, the petitioner’s address is omitted 
     from court documents pursuant to statute, or it is necessary to prevent abuse or wrongful removal or 
     concealment of the child.

16.Order for payment of shelter services: orders the respondent to reimburse a shelter that is 
     providing or has provided temporary housing and counseling services to the petitioner.  the costs must 
     be certified by the shelter and be deemed reasonable by the court.

17. Order for injunctive relief: orders any other injunctive relief necessary or appropriate to prevent 
     further abuse or to effectuate one of the granted remedies if supported by the balance of hardships.

Violating an Order of Protection can result in the abuser being found in contempt of court, resulting in fine or 
incarceration, or criminal charges, carrying penalties of up to three years under certain circumstances.

1.  Emergency Order of Protection (EOP) can be obtained ex parte (without notice to the other 
     party) if further abuse would be likely to occur if the respondent were given notice.  it is effective for 
     no fewer than 14 days and no more than 21 days.

2.  Interim Order of Protection is used as a bridge order and is effective for up to 30 days.  it is used after
     the respondent has been served with the order or while diligent attempts are being made to serve the order.

3.  Plenary Order of Protection (OP) makes available the full range of remedies.  it is effective for up 
     to 2 years beyond the disposition of a criminal case if obtained in conjunction with a criminal case, up to 
     2 years if obtained in an independent proceeding, and up to 2 years if obtained in conjunction with a civil
     civil proceeding or indefinitely if incorporated into the final judgment of a civil proceeding, such as a divorce.

Types of Orders of Protection:
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Updates on 2012 Recommendations continued...

ReCoMMendaTion 5: the judges presiding over cases heard within the domestic Violence division, and 

the assistant State’s attorneys charged with litigating those cases, should receive training on how to effectively utilize
the full range of remedies available under the idVa.  When the idVa is implemented in its full capacity, in the way it
was thoughtfully intended by the legislature, it has the potential to provide comprehensive protections for victims of
domestic violence. 

uPdaTe 5: in december 2012, the Court’s access to remedies Work group was created with the intention of
completing an extensive review of current practices in both the civil and criminal courts with the goal of ensuring
access to any and all remedies appropriate to each victim’s case.

ReCoMMendaTion 6: as stated in the 2010 Court Watch report, communicate expectations to litigants
so that they know in advance what the process requires of them- from ensuring their case is not dismissed or a 
default order is not issued against them to the hurdles of effectuating service or the consequences of violating an
order of protection.

uPdaTe 6: the education and Case differentiation Work group was formed in december 2012 with the goal
of improving current methods used to communicate expectations and inform litigants about the court process.  
petitioners granted an emergency order of protection in civil courtrooms receive a handout offering information
on how to enforce their orders, as well as what to expect next.  

ReCoMMendaTion 7: the Court must implement a reliable process to efficiently screen cases from the
outset in an effort to reserve valuable court resources and ensure cases are being heard in the most appropriate
venue.  it is also imperative that pro se litigants receive consistent, informed assistance from the outset in order to be
directed to the court best equipped to address their concerns at the hearing stage.

uPdaTe 7: the help desk located on the first floor continues to conduct screening at the initial point of contact
with the goal of directing those entering the Court to the appropriate source of assistance.  handouts are now made
available in the screening area to provide litigants with consistent information on how to navigate the legal system. 

CuRRenT findings & ReCoMMendaTions
Note regarding volunteer comments: Any text included in parentheses or underlined is the wording of the volunteer providing the commentary; whereas any 
text included in brackets is that of the report’s author to provide clarity. The Domestic Violence Division is referred to as “the Division” throughout the report.

All sketches by Lou Chukman



finding 1: unprepared courtrooms and frequent breaks of indeterminate length
tell victims their requests are not important.

Challenges:

•  Judge reprimands state’s attorney for not knowing if someone is in custody or not.

•  Woman pd requested more time to talk to defendant in custody – judge declined saying that if she doesn’t hear 
   case now, the prisoners will be moved downstairs; pd visibly annoyed.  Made comments during break expressing 
   her desire for more time for paperwork review with defendant.

•  there is only one public defender for the entire morning call and she seems to be all of over the place.  She is 
   helping her clients but there are just too many people to help.

•  there is a lot of confusion about files that takes a lot of time – this is as much about clerk as judge.

•  too many people and not enough seats – people didn’t know what to do – told off for standing – then told to wait outside.

•  [Court personnel] said they did not have any court calls this afternoon and to go.

•  there were no cases left in [room] 402 after Carlos [case].  i was told to try 
   404.  404 had no cases as well. … there are no cases being heard in any of the 
   courtrooms, so i was told that there is currently nothing for me to observe 
   [during the afternoon]. 

Civil Court
•  Judge is missing the file, but said he remembered the case.  Will have trial later today.

•  [Judge] set a new date for hearing since there wasn’t enough time left to hear the case.  

•  there is a general trend in attorneys showing up somewhat unprepared, not using proper legal jargon, etc.  
   i’m not sure if they have too many cases or if they’re inexperienced, but overall they tend to fall below the 
   standards that i have for lawyers.

•  i arrived at 8:48am.  there was no line at the men’s security screening; people were entering as they arrived.  
   the line for females was around the corner and down the hallway.  there was a delay with people emptying 
   pockets, etc.  people expressed their worries that they would be late.  

Criminal Court
•  Judge started court late and took long breaks due to cases not being ready.

•  the judge was a bit late which is a recurring theme in my experience.  this seems unfair as all other parties are 
   expected to appear on time, but the authority making the request cannot do the same.

•  aSa read background and defendant said “that’s not me”.  it was the wrong folder.  [aSa] seemed confused or 
   not prepared for [case].

•  there were multiple cases that needed to be continued because the State either got charges mixed up; 
   subpoenaed the wrong witness, and even the wrong CW.  in one of the cases, the defendant was in custody, 
   and had to remain in custody due to this error.  not efficient.

•  [Judge] expressed frustration that subpoenas not out in a timely manner while defendants remain in custody.

•  no probable cause [to detain].  the State again flustered & disorganized.

•  the judge was very upset with aSa’s because of lack of professionalism & vigilance.  the aSa’s waited until last 
   minute to tender photos to the defense as well as not obtaining a subpoena for a report they needed to prove a charge
   they wanted to convict on.  the judge threatened to bar photos from evidence and said that this type of unprofessionalism
   happens all the time and that she is sick of it.  [Judge] said sanctions could be possible due to their actions.

•  in trial incident report missing.

•  [aSa’s] appeared unprepared but also seemed to be the result of having so many cases – tracking down CW’s 
   immediately before the case was called.

•  Judge raised her voice and said repeatedly, “What kind of hearing are you asking for?”  the aSa did not put the hearing
   on the call sheet.  ten minutes spent arguing between the 3 of them [Judge, aSa, and pd], but eventually resolved.  

•  While we were waiting outside before 9am, i observed 2 aSa’s working 
   diligently.  Well prepared, all paperwork in order.

•  Very good attitude and respectful.  he was doing a great job for being the only 
   pd in the Courtroom.

•  [Judge] was always there and seemed to have reviewed all files.  Court started on 
   time and he did not take long breaks.

CoMMendaTions:
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ReCoMMendaTion 1: As stated in previous Court Watch Reports, the

Court should utilize a full day to adequately serve the public.  The Court’s 
current practice assigns a disproportionately high volume of cases to the 
morning court call contributing to a hasty environment wrought with 
inefficiencies and chronically ill-prepared attorneys.  Staggering a prepared
caseload throughout the day will result in fewer breaks of indeterminate 
length and permit more time and attention to be devoted to each case.  All
courthouse departments within the Domestic Violence Division (the Division)
would benefit from an inter-departmental assessment of existing barriers to a
balanced court day and should join efforts to restructure the day to better
serve the public.
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Hit [CW] with 
a hammer.  

[CW] has bruises on 
body along with 

cigarette burn on 
her back.



finding 2: despite the creation of a division combining civil and criminal domestic
violence cases, court departments and individuals are not yet united in their efforts.
existing resources remain uncoordinated, unused, or selectively available.

Challenges:

Civil Court
•  petitioner says police served respondent while at her home.  no record of this in file.  Judge recommended 
   [petitioner] go to district Commander.

•  petitioner said that she was afraid to come to court in fear that the respondent would hurt her.  it would have 
   been helpful to inform her of the separate waiting areas and other aspects of the court house available to her 
   for her protection.  none were mentioned.

Criminal Court
•  [police] officers not present to give witness [testimony].

•  defendant supposed to be in custody but is Mia.  defendant didn’t show up.  Warrant issued for aSap arrest.

•  Courtroom deputies not managing the flow of people into the 
   courtroom and so a CW was verbally assaulted by the defendant
   in the case. 

•  CW sent upstairs, coming back – passed because of 
   miscommunication.  CW was sent upstairs, but cannot be 
   located.  Set a short [court] date to reconvene.

•  Case transferred to branch 61, transferred back (original 
   transfer because of clerical error).

•  Significant miscommunication between victim witness and clerk 
   over amendments to op.  Judge had visible frustration in case.

•  Can’t find detainee, made mistake that he is at a different 
   courthouse, incarcerated.  Found detainee, he was in 
   a different courtroom.

•  i found it curious that in one case a defendant in lock up was 
   unable to make it to the court house.  this seemed ironic as that 
   is the entire point of being in custody- to be certain he will show 
   in court.

•  [advocates] were there for CW’s when necessary & approached CW’s when 
   they weren’t sought out to offer help.

•  i noticed a man sit next to a woman prior to [court] call and say something, 
   she then moved.  [Sheriff] deputy noticed as well.  deputy then strictly enforced 
   segregated seating with CW’s on left and defendants on right.  deputy firmly 
   reproached a person from the defendant side who moved to CW side to speak 
   with a CW.  excellent enforcement.

•  Clerk respectfully directed an emotionally distressed victim 
   to advocates.

CoMMendaTions:
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ReCoMMendaTion 2: Victims, in the midst of crisis, suffer the undue 

burden of negotiating their safety while reconciling the court’s administrative
oversights and inadequacies.  From ensuring that the appropriate court 
departments know the custody status of offenders, to effectuating service 
of an Order of Protection, to consistently utilizing the safety features of the
building, the Division must make full use of its existing resources through
stronger inter- and intra-departmental coordination.
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CW has 
Alzheimer’s.

Threw bottle at CW 
and caused 

lacerations to face. 

Punched her & broke 
her window (ex girlfriend)
& cut a man (perhaps with 

ex girlfriend).  Parole – 
homicide; parole – 

home invasion & 
armed robbery.

Violates OP.  
Came to victim’s house.  

Threatened.  
Had knife. 

Choked girlfriend, 
cut her, etc.  

Misdemeanor, 
5 domestic battery 

arrests, etc.

Grabbed victim out of 
wheelchair & twisted arm 



finding 3: a diverse, multi-lingual public uses this courthouse without 
adequate staff to meet their needs.

Challenges:

•  Judge had interpreter announce in Spanish! to see if anyone else needed an interpreter.  novel!  it is much 
   smarter than shouting in english, “Who needs a translator!?!?”

•  professional and efficient, the sign language translator was especially good, waiting with the woman and 
   translating all of the court proceedings before and after her testimony until she got her order.

•  i thought it was really efficient how the court did all Spanish cases in a row.  that way the interpreter was timely 
   for each case, rather than needing to be called back and forth.

CoMMendaTions:

Civil Court
•  needed Spanish interpreter.  When petitioner’s name was called, she did not say “here”, she simply walked 
   forward.  Judge said aside, “Should i just call her a pass” and his clerk responded, “She may not speak english 
   Your honor.”  the clerk was correct.

•  Family with petitioner.  Continuance due to lack of interpreters.

•  [interpreters] were o.k.  the main Spanish interpreter had trouble translating english to Spanish.

•  no arabic translator available, hearing postponed to May 6th.

•  needed polish interpreter and none were available today.  hearing set for 
   July 3rd.  Judge left it to advocate to explain to petitioner what happened.

•  one interpreter for 3 people [as parties to a single case].  i could tell it was 
   difficult for [the interpreter].

•  i’m not sure the interpreter’s english was as strong as it should have been.  
   She stumbled over english words (her Spanish was great!)

•  Struggled with translating text messages

•  the Cantonese interpreter was late delaying the final case for the morning.

Criminal Court
•  defendant asked a question.  as the interpreter said it to the judge, the 
   defendant was already being escorted out.

•  [interpreter] doesn’t translate all words.

•  another recess because Spanish interpreter was needed 
   and was being shared with other courtrooms.

•  interpreter did a good job but was late which kept 
   delaying 2 cases that needed an interpreter.

•  one interpreter used.  Very professional but seemed 
   to be in a rush.  
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ReCoMMendaTion 3: As stated in prior Court Watch Reports, the Court

must increase the number of interpreters and implement a method to station
interpreters so coverage is maximized.  

Consideration of community-based and language access advocacy groups’ 
expertise would assist the Division when researching methods for reducing 
language barriers for individuals who speak less common languages.

Court interpreters should participate in training outlining best practices for 
interpretation when working with immigrant and non-English speaking 
individuals, as well as interpretation standards and strategies that address the
complex dynamics of domestic violence cases.

It is incumbent on the Office of the Chief Judge to 
implement measures that reduce the incidence of 
incorrect and incomplete interpretation.  In particular, 
a practice should be developed to enable real-time 
identification of incorrect interpretation that is cognizant of
advocates’ and other court personnel’s inability to 
go on the court record. 
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an adult for second degree 
murder.  Held a gun to CW 

and said “I will kill you.”



finding 4: in a system that requires a domestic violence-informed response,
court personnel demonstrate a lack of foundational knowledge, skill, and 
professionalism that serve to negatively impact a victim’s experience.

Challenges:

Civil Court
•  Judge asked respondent what her tattoo on her arm was in the middle of her testimony – seemed totally irrelevant, 
   maybe overly casual.

•  hearing – [Judge] recommends that they learn how to get along given that they will have a child together (in January 2013).

•  Judge went off record to speak heart to heart to respondent.  … [Judge] asked petitioner if she wanted to 
   move ahead with case.  he did not say it in a disrespectful manner, but i felt it was unnecessary to ask her again.

•  Judge [states] while giving instructions for hearing- “[i] used to listen to a lot of house music back in the day, 
   before i went to europe…”

•  [Judge] mumbled a lot in a very low tone, so it was hard to understand her.  her lack of interest and her 
   obvious tiredness seemed very unprofessional.

•  at one point, the clerk was talking over someone testifying.

•  Several cases had a lack of a police response.  [Case cited] police told petitioner that he couldn’t file a report on respondent
   and told respondent to leave the home; respondent returned after police left and further assaulted petitioner.  eop was
   not granted, case continued.  [Case cited] native Chinese speaker, police did little in response to case because of no
   translator.  petitioner had visible injuries and went to hospital, case was not continued and eop was not granted.

Criminal Court
•  the power and control present in dV is also present in [the] court system.

•  CW did not want to testify, did not want to extend op.  … [defendant] blew kisses at CW with no comment from the court.

•  aSa seemed unsure of how to proceed & Judge had to take over much of the questioning.

•  pd said “no injuries reported, there should be a mark on her neck.”  the aSa clearly objected to this language but made no objection.

•  i think it was aSa’s first day.  She wasn’t prepared, so court started late.  Judge had to tell her what to do.  For example,
   the judge told aSa that priors with no convictions should not be reported.  also the paperwork for all the cases 
   were mixed up.  not by aSa, but all the cases had the same dates & all the allegations were wrong.

•  during the bench trial, the aSa’s closing was unclear.  She could not articulate what the crime was.

•  new attorney – didn’t know procedure for law or release of offender/processing for release of custody.  
   these attorneys aren’t clear on process.

•  one of the public defenders was sitting on Facebook on the desktop computer in the courtroom.

•  pd didn’t seem alert or aware of each client’s specific needs.

•  an unidentified staff person jokingly said to another “don’t make me hurt you,” but that seemed insensitive, 
   even during a break and even in jest, given the presence of CW’s.

•  [Judge] particular brisk with witness for trial.  “if you won’t speak up there is no point to your testimony.”

•  respondent felt that op was not needed as he felt relationship could continue.  But judge pointed out petitioner wanted it to end.

•  [petitioner] does not wish to continue – [Judge] tells attorney to tell his client that if she wants to change her 
   mind the court is always open to her.

•  respondent’s attorney asked if petitioner had been diagnosed with asperger’s.  petitioner’s attorney objected, judge
   agreed that it wasn’t relevant, then lectured respondent’s attorney about victim-blaming.  Very good response by the judge.

•  at one point, defendant turned around and looked (glared?) at CW while CW was speaking.  Judge immediately 
   said, “don’t look at her.  don’t look at her.”  i thought that was absolutely the right move.

•  [Sheriff] deputies courteous and well-organized.  deputy provided tissue to crying witness, which i appreciated.

•  aSa made sure defendant was not facing CW when CW was stating he wanted to drop charges.  excellent 
   attention to important detail.

•  in trial, aSa referenced cycle of domestic violence, so i appreciate his training on that matter.

CoMMendaTions:
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ReCoMMendaTion 4: To adhere to a dedicated response, reflective of the 
seriousness and urgency of the matters heard before the Court, the Judiciary, 
attorneys, and court personnel within the Division should undergo foundational 
training on domestic violence to help situate events in a fuller context.

The level of training and experience of the attorneys and Judges working within the
Division should correspond with the level of expertise required to effectively oversee
cases that profoundly impact the parties involved.  Placement within the Division is
typically situated early on in one’s public legal service career.  As a result, novice 
attorneys and Judges alike are positioned to practice their emerging skills on high-stakes
cases with far-reaching implications, such as extreme disruption to the family and 
fatality.  Given the type and severity of cases cited in this report, the Office of the
Chief Judge, the State’s Attorney’s Office, and the Office of the Public Defender
should examine a restructuring of their respective office’s staff assignment protocols.  

All court players would benefit from professional development opportunities that offer
strategies to maximize performance in fast-paced, volatile environments.  Managing the
impact of repeated exposure to violent imagery and events is also critical to ensuring
individuals continue to perform at capacity.  Equipping the Judiciary, attorneys, and
court personnel with tools designed to mitigate the personal challenges involved in
hearing a high volume of domestic violence cases will benefit those individuals, and
thereby the functioning of their respective offices, throughout a career in public service.

It is imperative law enforcement follow proper protocol when responding to 
incidents involving domestic violence.  A poor police response not only jeopardizes
the immediate safety of the victim and any family members involved, but it also 
negatively impacts case outcomes in court.
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finding 5: departments and individuals who work within the division
are not fully utilizing the range of carefully crafted 
remedies available under the idVa.

Challenges:

•  the order [of protection] was very broad and took into consideration home, children, and work.

•  Child support granted.

•  attorney added remedy to order child custody.

•  Fight over dog.  op for [respondent] not to hurt dog.

•  Judge clearly explained to respondent why the incidence of abuse occurring in front of children impacted the 
   decision to require supervised visitation.  Well mediated.

•  a lot of cases today where part of op was to go through domestic violence counseling – seems appropriate and 
   great that particular option is being used/ at least 5 cases today of [domestic violence counseling].

•  Criminal charge dismissed but op granted.

CoMMendaTions:

Civil Court
•  petitioner wants op extended even though respondent removed items from 
   porch.  petitioner says she is not safe.  Judge stated respondent said under 
   oath that she will not return to property.  op dismissed.

•  the judge felt because the petitioner never sought the protection of the 
   police that she could not grant the [emergency] op but would grant a 
   petition [for an op].

•  Very interesting that Judge did not extend the order but told respondent 
   to stop contacting [petitioner], inappropriate.  refer [petitioner] to another court to retrieve $400.00.

•  petitioner was worried that “incident” would happen at grandmother’s [house], but judge said her op cannot 
   protect a residence that she does not own.

•  husband keeps everything away from wife.  Money, food, things, etc.  petitioner claims respondent has physically 
   abused her for years but has never reported it.  petitioner and respondent have been married for 4 years.  
   respondent has been physically and emotionally abusive with petitioner.  petitioner is 67 years of age.  
   respondent claims that he is not keeping anything from petitioner.  Judge is not going to grant an op but 
   judge is going to grant an order of counseling.

Criminal Court
•  op terminated, not guilty.  … Why was the op terminated if the guy is not guilty?  didn’t set well with me … 
   i’m a bit worried for [CW’s] safety.

•  [defendant] guilty of aggravated assault.  2 year op granted – [op] didn’t include CW’s children who live with her.

•  Judge advised couple not to put children in the middle, and to go to divorce or child custody court.

•  the CW had an op issued on their behalf, but the CW could have asked them to compensate for any medical 
   expenses.  the CW was not there, but this could have been done [by the Sao on CW’s behalf] since the CW 
   was stabbed.

•  [Judge] told CW to go to child custody to file paternity action.  Judge told parties that issue of child custody is 
   for another court.

•  [Judge] patiently explained protections of dV bond to CW who is waiting on op (her case was continued to 
   prepare for trial).  Worried about her safety.

•  “Ma’am, we can’t do anything for you once you drop the charges.” – Judge [said] to CW after she decided not 
   to move forward.
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Threatened to kill her.  
Firearm charges applied.  
25 caliber semi-automatic 

rifle discovered, 
was a marine.

ReCoMMendaTion 5: As recommended in 

previous Court Watch Reports, the Judges presiding
over cases heard within the Division, and the 
Assistant State’s Attorney’s charged with litigating
criminal cases, should receive training on how to 
effectively utilize the full range of remedies available
under the IDVA.  Implementing the IDVA in its full
capacity, as thoughtfully intended by the legislature,
can provide comprehensive protections for victims
of domestic violence and their children.  At present,
the set of remedies designed to address explicit safety 
concerns relating to children, property, and finances are 
neither being sought by the State’s Attorney’s Office nor
granted by the Judges.  In both civil and criminal venues,
there is oftentimes an ineffective judicial response to the 
request for all remedies appropriate to a victim’s case.  

A complaining witness should be permitted to retain her
Order of Protection even if the State’s Attorney’s Office
elects to terminate the criminal case.
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CW was injured with 
car on foot and stomach, 
ambulance took [CW] to 

hospital.  Pregnant – 
incident has happened 
several times; told that 

he would kill CW.

Kicked & punched 
girlfriend and 

caused lacerations.  

Defendant accused 
of biting the CW 

face.  Second 
incident defendant 

bit CW’s lip.  



finding 6: Victims need a more transparent process as well as accessibility to 
attorneys and advocates for court proceedings.

Challenges:

•  i observed one advocate with a CW.  She was extremely respectful and courteous.  She 
   explained all of the CW’s options & told her what to expect.

•  [Judge] made sure to schedule court dates that would work for 
   petitioners.  he was very patient and kindly explained complicated 
   court language.

•  i heard a lawyer explaining to a person her case – the difference 
   between direct and indirect contempt in simple language.  the 
   process and the amount of time it will take.  he was reassuring 
   and calm.

•  Judge makes an announcement about what is happening and is very 
   clear about recess, and what will happen.  he speaks slowly and 
   clearly and makes sure everyone understands what is going on.

•  [Sheriff’s deputy] had control, but was kind and thorough.  She answered 
   questions about the process & told them what to expect.

•  Case handled by advocate went smoothly, well-prepared.

CoMMendaTions:

Civil Court
•  only one petitioner had an advocate and none had attorneys or other people representing them while they had their hearing.

•  Minor brought case, which she cannot do, and judge asked that the person over 18 re-file on behalf of petitioner.

•  the petitioner denied any dating relationship.  Judge stated petitioner filed under wrong act (idVa).  
   [petitioner] should file under Stalking no Contact act.

•  i’m concerned that the presence of an experienced attorney [representing respondent] swayed the judge from 
   extending the op right then and there.  the respondent had a long history of abuse and in the past two years, 
   beat up a woman on the Cta and was involuntarily committed to the psych ward, twice.  the mother and the 
   son both testified that they were afraid for their lives and that he had sworn to them, “next time i’ll fucking kill 
   you.”  Shouldn’t that be enough for preponderance [of the evidence]?

•  they moved quickly but could more clearly explain processes to save more time.  people are confused.

•  as usual, there was a long delay for the women’s security line.  Many people’s bags need to have items removed.  
   there should be more visible signs about what can/cannot be in your bags like at the airport.

Criminal Court
•  Both young ladies (victims) had visible injuries to the face.  there were no advocates with them and one clearly 
   seemed to be confused on what to do and needed an advocate present with her.

•  there was a CW who was left for an extended period of time after her case was heard & continued.  She was 
   unclear whether she should stay or not.  i thought the aSa could have been more clear with her.

•  there was one lady present in the courtroom who was visibly upset … the defendant in that case pled guilty – 
   on his way out of the room, he made a face and kiss motion towards the lady who appeared even more agitated 
   afterwards.  She left the courtroom as soon as he was taken out.  no advocate appeared to be present for her.

•  there should be a video that shows what 
   a courtroom looks like and that reviews 
   the words commonly used and 
   tells/explains the differences. ReCoMMendaTion 6: Employing different mediums, the Division 

should develop educational tools that consistently provide uniform 
information about the court process to litigants so that they know what is 
required of them at the outset.  A mechanism for routinely reviewing these 
materials should be instituted so that resources are the most responsive to 
the evolving needs of the Division.  The Judiciary and court personnel should
undergo training on the use of best practices when managing a largely pro se
docket.  
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Punched her 
and pushed her 
down the stairs.
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[Petitioner’s] car 
was set on fire.  

[Respondent] threatening 
to set her on fire.  

CW busted jaw 
resulted in 
6 stitches.

Punched 
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in face.
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threw her out 
of the moving 

vehicle.

Girl was choked 
and beaten.  

She has a child.  



finding 7: The specialized legal resources needed to increase safety and address
the harm experienced by child victims of domestic and sexual violence are not 
prioritized by the division.

Challenges:

Civil Court
•  Judge thinks this is a dCFS child endangerment matter rather than a dV court issue.

•  a male entered the female security line and was attempting to talk to his daughter (who was with the mother of 
   the child).  the mother shouted for a member of security to make the man leave the female line because there 
   was an [order of protection] in place.  the male security line was not busy, but the security guard did not help 
   the woman.  he just said if the child wanted to talk to him she could.

•  Mother-in-law & cousin attacked petitioner.  Children were present during altercation.  Son of petitioner’s 
   wife was in the middle of the attack.  [Child] being tugged between petitioner & respondent. … respondent 
   claims grandson told her petitioner hit him.  respondent claims that petitioner verbally attacked her. … police 
   arrived and asked respondent to leave premises.  Judge extending order of protection.  (the welfare of the 
   children should also be addressed.)

•  Judge keeps saying they need to go to parentage court [within domestic relations division].  Finally got 
   frustrated and said he [Judge] was going to do it and they would be charged a fee.

Criminal Court
•  Victim is infant son.  dCFS notified.  poured bubble bath down son’s throat.  5000 bond.  no contact with child.

•  [defendant] pushed 3 year old nephew; tooth fell out.  Big guy pd said “[defendant) knows he’s got to be more 
   careful of his stature.”

•  Upon aSa reading op, pd and defendant seemed surprised by lack of visitation rights.  op will be changed to 
   remove child; Judge lectured aSa making sure pd knows.  told [defendant] he needs to go to court to get 
   visitation/paternal rights.

•  Victim is defendant’s step-daughter.  Judge asked if dCFS was called; they were not.

•  [Step-mother] charged with harm to step-son.  Whipped with belt.  Step-son is 6.  Found not guilty. … Custody 
   battle with 6 year old step-son. … Child claims step-mom whipped him with belt when he accidentally broke 
   the dVd player.  (15 times) hit him on the leg, left marks.  aSa:  called school social worker [to testify].  [School 
   social worker] saw injuries on child. … State rests.  the detective did not show up.  not guilty.  aSa could not 
   distinguish criminal charge from any other incident of typical punishment.

•  endangering life of child.  plead guilty – 2 years Child endangerment probation.  op – no contact with child.

•  Judge looked upset perhaps because of the violence of mother directed at her child.  (More upset /affected than usual)
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•  Certificate of completion to [defendant] mandated therapy displayed – dealing with drug addiction.  treatment 
   is ongoing for child endangerment – [Court] will continue to check in.

•  12 year old son.  [defendant] banged [son’s] head into garage.  no visitation rights.

CoMMendaTions:

ReCoMMendaTion 7: The Domestic Violence Division is best equipped to

address the immediate safety needs of children and the caregivers impacted by
violence through the comprehensive provisions outlined in the IDVA.  The 
Domestic Relations Division, charged with hearing divorce, child custody, and
parentage cases, is better equipped to address the longer term needs of families
once the immediate safety of the parties has been addressed.

When child-related remedies are not addressed in the Order of Protection, it
mandates that the victim and abuser reengage.  This has the potential of placing
the children and their caretaker at increased risk of experiencing violence.  The
State’s Attorney’s Office and its Victim Witness Assistance Unit must commit to
seeking any and all remedies available on the Order of Protection that impact the
safety of the adult and child victims of abuse, including those remedies that
address custody, visitation, and child support.  When the abuser has threatened
or attempted to abduct the children, it is crucial that the State’s Attorney’s Office
also seek to prohibit the abuser from removing or concealing the children.  

In hearings on petitions for Orders of Protection that involve claims of child
sexual abuse, including those cases where there are pending felony charges, it is
vital that minors are entered as protected parties and that visitation is addressed
by the Domestic Violence Division.  Not addressing these issues in the Order of
Protection is tantamount to returning that child to his or her abuser where
they remain unprotected and the sexual abuse continues unabated.  

The Domestic Violence Division Judges should make greater use of the 
Supervised Visitation and Safe Exchange centers housed at local domestic 
violence agencies when issuing orders addressing visitation.  At present the
overwhelming majority of orders for supervised visitation originate from the
Domestic Relations Division.  Where third party supervised visitation is
approved using a family member or friend as the third party, the third party
must file an affidavit accepting the responsibility and acknowledging 
accountability to the Court. 
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glossaRy

Advocate: any person who has undergone a minimum of forty hours of training in domestic violence and who provides
information, referral, crisis intervention, and advocacy services to victims through a domestic violence program.

Alias Summons: Court document that extends the time period in which a defendant/ respondent may be legally served.

Assistant State’s Attorney (ASA): the attorney employed by the county government who represents the State 
as the prosecutor in criminal proceedings.

Call sheet: a roster of cases to be called during a court session.

Civil No Contact Order (CNCO): a court order that provides protections for any person who is a victim of 
non-consensual sexual conduct or sexual penetration.  the order can also protect family or household members of a
victim, as well as rape crisis center employees and volunteers.  the first violation of a CnCo is a Class a 
misdemeanor.  a subsequent violation can be charged as a Class 4 felony.

Complaining Witness (CW): the alleged victim of a crime charged; the victim on whose testimony the state 
relies to bring its case. 

Cook County Centralized Domestic Violence Court (the Court): a court facility that is part of the 1st 
Municipal district.  the courthouse hears all misdemeanor domestic violence cases originating in the City of
Chicago.  the Court also hears petitions for civil protective orders including the order of protection, Civil no 
Contact order, and Stalking no Contact order.

Courtwatcher: a volunteer who observes the courthouse experience for both civil and criminal court 
proceedings and records key information for use in a report made available to the public.

DCFS: acronym used for the illinois department of Children and Family Services

Defendant: the individual defending charges brought by the State.

Domestic Violence: a pattern of physical and psychological abuse, threats, intimidation, isolation, or economic 
coercion used by one person to exert power and control over another person in the context of a dating, family, or
household relationship. 

Domestic Violence Division (the Division): a division of the Cook County Circuit Court combining efforts 
of both civil and criminal courts hearing domestic violence cases.

Petitioner: Sometimes referred to as “victim” in the observations; the individual seeking an order of protection in a civil case.

Pro Bono: Free legal services.  

Pro Se: an individual who is accessing the court system without legal representation.

Public Defender (PD): an attorney employed by the county government to provide free defense services to 
those who are charged with a crime and cannot afford a private attorney.

Respondent: the individual who is named as the offending party against whom the petitioner is seeking an order of protection.

Service: the process where a person is officially notified of a pending lawsuit.

Stalking No Contact Order (SNCO): a court order that provides protections for any person who is a victim of 
a course of conduct that causes the victim to fear for his or her safety or the safety of another person, or to suffer
emotional distress, and relief is not available to that victim through the idVa or a CnCo.  the first violation of a
SnCo is a Class a misdemeanor.  a subsequent violation can be charged as a Class 4 felony.

finding 8: Court Watch volunteers identified cases alleging Criminal sexual assault and
Criminal sexual abuse charged at the misdemeanor level.  in hearings on protective orders
containing claims of sexual violence, Judges failed to consider the complex dynamics involved.

Challenges:
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Civil Court
•  [petitioner] wants no personal contact order [Civil no Contact order (CnCo)]... plaintiff’s mother testified:  Mother entered
   bedroom and saw [respondent] w/his pants unzippered.  her daughter was naked and her legs were open.  daughter was 
   unresponsive; police was called; daughter was taken by ambulance - she was unresponsive for hours; [CnCo] denied.

•  [Judge said] to one petitioner “this is not funny, you must testify.”  Minor refused to testify b/c of the age difference (female 
   petitioner 13, male respondent 22) op extended.  Judge told the minor she is too young to be involved with anyone.

Criminal Court
•  Father accused of forcing daughter to give him a blow job.  pd’s motion denied.

•  CW did not show up—reschedule trial date … [defendant] allegedly raped 10 year old girl.

•  Child = CW.  Child 3rd grade student 2011/2012.  (teacher is a witness).  Uncle touched her (pointed to breasts 
   and private parts).  [Uncle] called her down to basement.  … Child 9 years old when she told teacher.  …  girl confirmed
   basement – uncle touched private parts – showed him where.  teacher = statement reliable – spontaneous reporting
   by child.  Judge finds there is no motive for child to fabricate this.  Video tape = reliable – forensic interviewer = 
   open ended questions, interviewer did not lead child in interview.  Set for trial … op extended until trial.

•  grandmother here as guardian & moral support.  Man from neighbor-hood molesting granddaughter.

•  intense sexual abuse case.  declared not guilty.

ReCoMMendaTion 8: The State’s Attorney’s Office (SAO) and the Chicago
Police Department (CPD) are obligated to accurately charge cases involving allegations
of sexual assault and sexual abuse from the outset and to allocate resources 
accordingly.  In an effort to remedy the practice by which cases statutorily classified as
felony sex crimes are instead charged as misdemeanor offenses, the SAO and the
CPD must agree on what the appropriate charging practice entails and 
communicate this information to the community-at-large.  Implementing standards
of accountability to ensure both the SAO and the CPD remain responsive to the
needs of sexual assault victims is essential.

The Division must acknowledge the connection between domestic violence and
sexual assault by renewing its efforts to coordinate resources for victims harmed
by both methods of violence.  Drawing on the advocacy community’s expertise,
the Judiciary, attorneys, and court personnel should undergo training on the 
dynamics present in sexual assault cases.
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